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Figure 1: Inspired by Schön’s distinction between reflection-in-action and reflection-on-action, this paper investigates two
timing conditions for feedback within the context of a single design session: in-action feedback available throughout the design
session (top) and the more commonly available on-action feedback on an completed design draft after the current design
session (bottom). Here we diagram the flow of our two conditions (left) and summarize our main study findings (left).

ABSTRACT
Advances in AI have opened up the potential for creativity tools
to computationally generate design feedback. In a future when
designers can request feedback anytime on demand, how would
the timing of these requests impact novices’ creative learning pro-
cesses? What are the tradeoffs of providing access to feedback
throughout a design task (in-action) versus only providing feed-
back after (on-action)? We explored these questions through a
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Wizard-of-Oz study (N=20) using an interactive design probe, where
participants could request feedback either throughout the design
process or only after they complete a full draft. We found that in-
action participants frequently request feedback, resulting in better
improvements as indicated by a greater decrease in issues in their
final design. However, we saw that in-action feedback can also
risk users overly relying on feedback instead of engaging in more
holistic self-evaluation. We discuss the implications of our insights
on designing tools for creative feedback.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Despite a wealth of educational resources on design (e.g., web-
sites, books, and videos), novices often learn, not just by reading
theory on design, but through getting practice and receiving ex-
pert feedback [2, 37, 93], which can encourage reflection and iter-
ation [5, 107]. In formal design classes, students typically receive
critiques on project work, which is often constrained by the size
and availability of the teaching team [7, 23], limiting both the fre-
quency and quantity of feedback. Researchers have worked on
filling that gap by enabling novices to seek feedback from other
sources, such as: peers [63], crowds [29, 71, 104, 106], or online
communities [16, 39, 54].

A key challenge with exchanging feedback is that it often comes
after a delay. Designers often need to wait to get input on their
designs due scarcity of feedback providers [16, 79, 109] or simply
taking the time to understand the intent and write thoughtful feed-
back [39, 77]. These challenges can preclude novices from even
asking for feedback [39, 46, 54, 60] or compel them to “polish” their
design before requesting feedback [74], which can increase fixation
and limit exploration [6, 28, 30, 52].

To address situations where human feedback providers are not
available, numerous research projects have explored the poten-
tial for integrating AI within a design tool. Creativity tools that
envision interactions with AI often focus on generating design
inspiration [19, 48], examples [62, 64], or variants on the existing
design [84, 97, 98, 100]. A few tools have focused on creating person-
alized feedback that could help creators learn [89, 92]. For instance,
Fischer et al. first explored embedding “critics” that could guide
users towards their design goals for an interior design task [38].
Real-time feedback can prompt reflection before a designer gets
too fixated on a single concept, but it can also be distracting and
eventually discounted if poorly executed (much like users’ reactions
to Clippy [103]). Despite this push towards facilitating automated
feedback, the research community still lacks solid empirical data
on how designers—novices in particular—might engage with and
learn from feedback depending on the timing. Our research not
only explores how we might embed automated feedback within a
design tool, but also how the timing of that feedback could impact
novice designers engagement with feedback.

Schön described the importance of reflective dialogue between a
designer and their work both during and after a design session [93].
The availability of feedback can influence the type of reflection:
reflection-on-action arises from slower-paced feedback at discrete
intervals, focused on work that has already been done (similar to
getting feedback on homework from a teacher). Reflection-in-action
happens when receiving early and frequent feedback that actively
shapes an in-progress design (akin to getting grammatical feed-
back within a writing tool) [15, 41, 93]. Our research explores the
following questions: If designers could request feedback from a de-
sign tool anytime on demand, at what timing and frequency would

they request and how would it impact novices’ creative learning
processes? What are the tradeoffs of providing access to feedback
throughout a design task (in-action) versus only providing post-
hoc feedback (on-action)? While many projects have focused on
the technology for enabling real-time feedback, our work seeks to
understand what considerations are important in designing such
tools, especially regarding creative learning.

To explore these questions, we developed a visual design tool—as
a Wizard-of-Oz system [76]—that enables requesting feedback on
demand. Our system aims to provide meaningful feedback (high-
quality), that is available any time (on-demand) and personalized to
the user’s work and process (context-aware). Leveraging a hidden
wizard allowed the users—who assumed interventions to be compu-
tational—to request feedback without the typical social stresses [51,
54, 57, 60, 74].

We explored the question of feedback timing through two studies.
In a preliminary study, participants were asked to spend some time
designing a poster in the tool. We gained initial insight into how
and when users respond to in-action feedback and iterated on the
design tool and protocols. Then, in a between-subjects experiment,
20 novice designers were randomly assigned to either the in-action
condition (that allows feedback requests at any time during the
design session) or the on-action condition (that gives a single
feedback opportunity after a completed draft, simulating current
practice). Experts in visual design served as the wizards in the study,
generated personalized feedback for all participants throughout the
design tasks using a blind-to-condition approach.

We found the in-action participants often requested feedback
shortly after having a basic skeleton of a design and were more
willing to address the feedback they received, resulting in more im-
provement in design quality during the design session, as indicated
by a decrease in the total number of expert-identified issues. Since
on-action participants were only allowed to request feedback one
time (simulating a critique), they tended to wait until later to make
this request. Of the feedback they were given, they were also less
likely to address feedback resulting in significantly less change in
their designs than their in-action counterparts.

We also report on the potential tradeoffs of feedback timing on
participants’ creative processes. While in-action feedback enables
creators to reflect and evaluate their designs based on design prin-
ciples, it also risks overly relying on feedback, focusing on small
details, and giving less attention to their overall vision. We discuss
the broader implications of our insights on the development of tools
for computational feedback in creative domains.

Our research makes the following contributions:

• A Wizard-of-Oz design probe that offers preliminary in-
terface designs for how visual design tools might embed
high-quality, on-demand, context-aware, and computational
feedback. The probe additionally includes the wizard inter-
face for providing feedback and an administrative interface
for managing the experiment.

• Empirical evidence from a between-subjects experiment
(N=20) on feedback timing. We find that in-action feedback
can lead to increased engagement and fewer design issues,
while on-action feedback might allow more creative freedom
and exploration.

https://doi.org/10.1145/3635636.3656183
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2 RELATEDWORK
We review related literature on feedback for learning, reflection-in
and on-action, and tools for creativity support, and describe how
they intersect with our questions about the timing of feedback.

2.1 Characteristics of Effective Feedback
Researchers have long studied the characteristics of effective feed-
back [18, 20, 22, 81, 109] and exploredmethods to encourage providers
to generate feedback that satisfies these qualities [71, 79]. Learning
in creative domains relies on iterating and reflecting on one’s exist-
ing knowledge and creations. Sadler [89] describes how effective
feedback for learning should encourage more reflection, which in
turn facilitates an understanding of how to iterate. Sadler proposes
that good feedback should be specific, justified, and actionable. We
describe our approach to operationalize these characteristics in our
“computational” feedback.

Many researchers have studied how important reflection is to
being able to learn through experience and process-oriented meth-
ods such as experiential learning and deliberate practice [2, 37, 54,
56, 57, 69, 92]. Feedback can also act as a catalyst for promoting
self-reflection during the creative process [37, 54], often scaffolded
by experts [25, 91]. To further support the learning that happens
within the process of “doing” [92], prior research has embedded
feedback into design tools [38, 64, 80]. Taking inspiration from
these tools and the characteristics of effective feedback, we created
a visual design tool that enables high-quality “computational” feed-
back on demand, to better understand how novices interact with
such feedback. By enabling real-time feedback, our research probe
enables empirically investigating feedback timing and its impact
on creative learning.

2.2 Feedback Timing for Reflection
In the traditional studio-based model of design education, students
often get feedback both during (via “desk crits”) and after work
sessions [7, 23]. In fact, as the demand for design education in-
creases, researchers have explored obtaining feedback through on-
line crowds and communities [39, 54, 59, 63, 65, 71, 79, 109]. Others
explored the potential for embedding feedback directly into the
design tools [38, 64, 80], bringing in the perspective of feedback
timing. Schön describes the distinction between reflection-in-action
and reflection-on-action due to their differences in timing relative
to a design episode—some reflection happens while in the act of per-
forming a task and other times creators reflect back on their actions
that already took place (i.e., a posteriori) [15, 41, 93]. He character-
izes reflection-in-action as occurring through “back-talk” with the
design situation, where the designer makes discoveries first-hand
through the situated action and cognition from physically sketching
and engaging with the materials while designing [50, 55, 96]. Schön
further describes how this can also be driven by external feedback,
such as through intermediate design reviews on in-progress work.
Our in-action feedback interactions are modeled based on this sec-
ond type of reflection-in-action. This is in contrast to feedback at
a final design critique on a completed assignment (for reflection-
on-action), which serves as a model for the design of our on-action
feedback interaction [93].

We are interested in systematically exploring how the timing
of feedback (operationalized as in-action or on-action) impacts the
creative process. Feedback timing has been explored in prior work
through examining the impact of having timing control on goal
setting [61] or limiting resources on reflection [31]. Most related to
our work is Bayerlein investigation on the impact of timeliness on
feedback effectiveness, comparing “extremely timely” and “timely”
on-action feedback [8]. While students showed no preferences in
timeliness, they find that upon comparing manual and automatic
feedback, that automatic feedback actually improved students’ per-
ceptions of the feedback constructiveness [8]. Note that these are
both instances of on-action feedback (just at different time inter-
vals), whereas our research seeks to compare this posthoc feedback
with in-action feedback.

2.3 Creativity Support Tools with Embedded
Design Feedback

Automated feedback enables providing more timely feedback at less
effort than relying on expert feedback providers in non-creative
domains [8, 36]. However for creative domains, this is particularly
challenging, while also especially important. Thus, researchers have
explored a range of methods for embedding feedback into creativity
tools. Several tools call awareness to options to consider while
designing [44], such as providing examples and alternatives related
to the users’ current design [24, 33, 58, 64, 67, 80, 84, 97, 98, 100, 105],
directly authoring design elements [47, 85], or supporting design
understanding through the lens of relevant artistic concepts [34,
35, 64, 80].

Several prior research tools also embed automated feedback in
a range of design domains [32, 38, 64]. Fischer et al. [38] first ex-
plored embedding a “critic” that could facilitate actions towards
well-articulated design goals; this research envisioned the critic as a
collaborator, with the goal of providing sufficient justification for de-
sign decisions, while maintaining the user’s agency. Lee et al. [64]’s
GUIComp explored embedding computational feedback within a
visual design tool, such as visual complexity scores, attention maps,
and visual recommendations. While this type of feedback provides
guidance on how to view the design, it leaves interpretations up
to the user—e.g. understanding what design choices might cause a
low visual complexity score. Building on this work, our research
probe aims to provide feedback within a tool, but in a manner that
helps novices associate high-level design principles with low-level
design choices.

Many of these works share common goals: reducing the gap
between working on a design and receiving feedback, or studying
forms of in-action feedback. We take a step back to understand if
these are the correct goals to strive towards, or if there might be
limitations to earlier feedback that need to be carefully considered
in such designs. For instance, it is unclear how offering real-time
feedback interacts with self-reflective practices, i.e. would the con-
stant availability of feedback introduce distractions? How might
we best display feedback “during” the creation of design? Taking
inspiration from the literature on feedback and reflection, we imple-
ment our research probe by enabling high-quality “computational”
feedback on demand through a Wizard-of-oz approach [89, 93].
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Our wizard setup enables empirically understanding the values and
pitfalls of in-action versus on-action feedback within a design tool.

3 DESIGN PROBE: EXPLORING EMBEDDED
FEEDBACK IN A VISUAL DESIGN TOOL

Towards gathering empirical data on the impact of timing on feed-
back, we created a Wizard-of-Oz design probe [75] that simulates
embedding “computational” feedback within a visual design tool.
To enable the study of different timing conditions, we have two core
interaction considerations: to design the interface such that feed-
back is available on demand, and to have the timing controllable
by an experimenter.

We first describe our design goals for the probe (Section 3.1) and
the design of the probe interface (Section 3.2). We then report on a
preliminary study to observe how novice designers might interact
with the in-action feedback and we discuss how this led to changes
to the design probe before our summative evaluation (Section 3.3).

3.1 Feedback Design Goals
Taking inspiration from prior research in feedback theory [8, 89, 95],
we outline the key design goals of our probe and describe high-level
approaches for achieving them:

3.1.1 [DG1] Ensure High-Quality Feedback. Prior work studies
benefits of good feedback [37, 89], and also harms of low-quality
feedback [18, 20, 22, 81, 109]. Especially given the availability of
the feedback early in the design process, we want to ensure high-
quality to avoid hindering the user’s design process [86, 89].

Our approach. We opt to engage human experts as
“wizards” to provide this feedback and avoid conflat-
ing results with algorithmic inaccuracies. To ensure
quality and consistency, we create scripted templates
for wizards to more effectively author feedback.

3.1.2 [DG2] Situate in Context. Feedback should be context-
aware and should present the relevant context to better support
the user’s understanding [50].

Our approach. We leverage the context of the canvas
by associating each piece of feedbackwith a numbered
location annotation to help users better identify the
location of a specific issue.

3.1.3 [DG3] Avoid Unnecessary Disruption. Feedback—even when
available on-demand—should avoid disrupting the user’s ongoing
design experience [3, 34, 38].

Our approach. We subtly inform users when feedback
is available, but give them control to initiate feedback
requests—i.e., only displaying feedback content after
users explicitly request it [3].

3.1.4 [DG4] Reduce Barriers to Requesting. Cognitive or social
barriers such as evaluation apprehension and intimidation should
be minimized when requesting feedback [57, 60, 74]. Interacting
with a (seemingly) computational tool can mitigate the social
pressures of interacting with humans.

Our approach. By presenting the feedback as com-
putational (rather than expert-provided), we aim to

capture preferences for feedback in absence of social
pressures. To reduce uncertainties around feedback
availability, we provide indication of when it is avail-
able to be requested.

3.1.5 [DG5] AllowCreative Flexibility. Similar to Fischer et al. [38],
we want to promote user agency over creative decisions [38, 86, 89].
The tool should allow users’ expressivity [17, 95] and encourage
using their own creative judgment over the tool’s suggestions [43].

Our approach. We visualize distinct options to address
or dismiss feedback. By giving the option to explicitly
disregard feedback, we aim to reduce any pressure to
accept all feedback [26, 41].

3.2 Probe Interface
First, we describe the design of our feedback probe1 (Section 3.2.1)
as informed by our design goals (Section 3.1). We then describe ad-
ditional experimenter tools (Section 3.2.3) for enabling the wizarded
feedback and timing differences.

3.2.1 User Interface: Visual Design Tool. The user interface com-
prises three major sections (Figure 2). The left panel contains neces-
sary tools that the users need to complete a design, such as “Back-
ground” and “Text” elements. The canvas in the middle is where
users compose a visual design. Finally, the “Principled Feedback”
panel (right) contains our core features for supporting feedback-
related interactions.

• The Feedback Request section (Figure 2a) gives users ac-
cess to feedback. Selecting the “Request Feedback” button
shows the available feedback. The purple notification dot
(top-right of the button) informs users that feedback is ready.
While our feedback was wizarded by humans, the affordance
of the button simulates a fully computational tool.

• The Principle Tabs (Figure 2b) act as a static reference (akin
to a textbook) providing information about each high-level
design principle, including a definition and common issues.

• The Issue Cards (Figure 2c) are expandable text areas that
present the tool’s feedback. The “Resolved” and “Dismiss”
buttons (Figure 2h) at the bottom of each card allow dis-
carding feedback by either indicating that an issue has been
addressed (“Resolved”), or that they disagree and want to
“Dismiss” the issue.

3.2.2 Framework for Templated “Computational” Feedback. To gen-
erate high-quality feedback on demand that could be embedded into
a computational design tool, we developed a framework based on
common principles and issues in visual design. We aimed to struc-
ture feedback such that it could be feasibly generated automatically
in the future.

Referencing a range of educational design resources [1, 27, 30,
68, 71, 87, 101], our team collectively synthesized an initial set of
principles and issues (Appendix: Table 2). We chose to focus on five
principles (hierarchy, alignment, balance, unity, and readability),
each of which included two or three corresponding issues.

1Code and other materials can be found on the project page: https://ejane.me/
inactionfeedback.html

https://ejane.me/inactionfeedback.html
https://ejane.me/inactionfeedback.html
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Text is placed quite close to the left margin, which can make the design 
appear somewhat crowded.
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Figure 2: The probe interface is comprised of a tools panel (left), a canvas (middle), and our Principled Feedback panel (right).
The feedback panel contains 3 sections: (a) Feedback Request section has a “Request Feedback” button for users to get feedback
on their current design (availability shown by the purple dot). To encourage reflection time between feedback requests, this
button grays out for a minute after each request (informed by our preliminary study). The “Annotation: On/Off” toggle
shows/hides location indicators for each feedback item (the yellow numbered circles on the canvas). The (b) Principle Tabs
section provides individual tabs for each principle (Hierarchy, Alignment, etc.) with its definition and associated common issues.
Upon requesting feedback, (c) Issue Cards display (initially collapsed for an overview) under the “All” tab. Here, we see two
issues. For each issue, the expanded issue card displays (d) the issue name (“Insufficient Margins”), (e) specific: a description of
the specific instance of the issue in the design (“Text is placed quite close to the left margin, which can make the design appear
somewhat crowded.”) , (f) justified: a higher-level explanation of the issue, (g) actionable: recommendations for addressing
the issue, and (h) buttons for the user to “Resolve” or “Dismiss” feedback. In this example, the yellow numbers (1) and (2)
annotation indicates the locations of the “Not Enough Space Between Content” and “Insufficient Margins” issues, respectively.

To provide feedback on a given issue, we leverage characteristics
of effective feedback: specific, actionable, and justified [89]. To turn
these characteristics into concrete elements of our feedback, our
framework includes content to:

• identify a specific issue and ways in which it can be instan-
tiated in the current design,

• justify why the issue violates a design principle through
explanations, and

• provide actionable approaches for addressing the issue
through recommendations.

To further facilitate consistency in issue identification and to
avoid providing feedback that is overly refinement-focused, we
include a “prominence” column defining a minimum requirement
for identifying each issue. Figure 2c shows an Issue Card in the
design probe authored using the feedback framework. To use the
framework, the wizard identifies that the “Insufficient Margin” issue
is prominent (margin is less than the width of a character), selects
the location of the issue, and adapts the associated specific instance

text to the current design. The explanation and recommendations
are automatically populated by the framework. The full feedback
framework that includes design principles and their correspond-
ing issues, explanations, and recommendations are is provided in
supplemental materials.

Our framework—while covering a wide set of principles and
issues in visual design—is not an exhaustive list. The tool is designed
to allow adding custom principles and issues without significantly
influencing the overall interaction.

3.2.3 Experimenter Interfaces. To realize the vision of the design
probe without bias, two additional interfaces help experimenters
facilitate studies: 1) a wizard interface allows a human wizard to
construct the feedback while blind to study conditions, and 2) an
interviewer interface allows the interviewer manage condition-
specific logistics.

• In the wizard interface (Figure 3), the right side reflects
real-time changes on the user’s canvas (Figure 3c). Wizards
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a. parameters 

present in design

b. current design issues c. participant design with annotations

a. parameters 

present in design

Figure 3: The wizard interface provides support for the wizard to annotate issues within the user’s design. The interface shows
(a) design parameters present in the current design, (b) an area for authoring new issue information (where we can currently
see 4 of the wizard’s annotated design issues), and (c) a canvas reflecting the user’s current design where the wizard can click to
mark the corresponding location of an issue.

can click to annotate a position for their feedback (the lo-
cation annotation as shown in Figure 2). An empty issue is
created in the issue authoring section (Figure 3b). The wizard
selects the issue from a dropdown, and customizes the text
to describe the specific issue. The top-left section labeled
“Design Elements” (Figure 3a) shows text attributes in the
user’s design to help identify issues pertaining to unity and
readability. As the wizard authors feedback, it also appears
in the interviewer interface (Figure 4b).

• Our interviewer interface (Figure 4) supports managing
study logistics. The interface lists the wizard-authored is-
sues, with “Publish” and “Unpublish” buttons, allowing the
interviewer to determine when pieces of feedback are made
available to the user.

3.2.4 Implementation. Our main interface was built using Polotno
SDK v1.0.0-51, an open-sourced visual design editor, customized
with JavaScript libraries and React components. We trimmed down
their default web-based canvas editor to a basic editor with only
the necessary tool bars for creating a design (removing extra sec-
tions like “Templates”). We built on top of this bare-bones editor

1https://polotno.com/

to directly embed our “Principled Feedback” panel. To enable syn-
chronicity across the user and experimenter interfaces, we maintain
the shared state of the canvas and feedback in a Firebase database2.

3.3 Preliminary Study: Probe Evaluation and
User Reaction to In-Action Feedback

We conducted an initial evaluation to validate our probe design.
While our probe design is informed by a theoretical framework
(Section 3.1), we wanted to observe the behaviors that arise when
feedback is integrated into a design tool. Our focus was on in-
action scenarios, as previous research has extensively examined
on-action feedback. Our approach enables uncovering potential
design considerations that may not have been apparent for our
initial design goals.

3.3.1 Method. We ran an initialWizard-of-Oz studywith 11 novice
visual designers (5F, 6M; age: 20–32, 𝜇 = 27.5) where they used
the in-action feedback tool for 20 minutes (P1–P11). Participants
were given a design brief to create a square visual design for ad-
vertising an upcoming dance workshop. The one-hour sessions

2https://firebase.google.com/products/firestore

https://polotno.com/
https://firebase.google.com/products/firestore
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a. current design issues b. participant design with annotations

Figure 4: The interviewer interface provides support for the interviewer to make current issues provided by wizards visible
to users. The interface shows (a) current design issues with “Publish”/“Unpublish” options and (b) the annotated user design
canvas. At this moment if this user were to request feedback, they would see the two pieces of published feedback: “#6: Arbitrary
Alignment of Elements” and “#9: Poor Text Legibility.”

were conducted on Zoom and screen-recorded to capture partic-
ipant behaviors and think aloud. Participants were paid $15 per
hour for their time. This early test also helped authors to practice
collaboratively managing the task of wizarding the feedback.

3.3.2 Findings. We summarize key observations and participant
feedback from the preliminary study.

Participants Appreciated Assistance from In-Action Feedback. Par-
ticipants appreciated the feedback and addressed them in their
designs in meaningful ways (10 of 11). P5 expressed that “the sug-
gestions or hints gave me validation for addressing the issue, en-
couraging me to experiment”. P6 described the tool as “a more
experienced collaborator who helped [them] make better decisions,
taught [them] new vocabulary, and helped [them] articulate my
decisions and issues.” They also still felt in control of their creative
process due to taking things as no “more than a suggestion” (P4).

Explicit Feedback Options Promote Creative Freedom. Feedback
from our participants highlighted how providing feedback con-
trol (i.e. when to receive feedback and how to respond) greatly
influenced their perception of the tool. Most participants (8 of 11)
expressed that they still felt creative freedom and ownership over
their designs. Many directly attributed this to being able to “dismiss
or resolve and can ask for feedback whenever I want” (P2). Another
participant appreciated the proactive requesting behavior, claiming
it was “important that I am the one who made the request” (P1).

Feedback Timing and Frequency May Promote Overreliance. Users
expressed timing preferences for when they started receiving feed-
back. Most participants (9 of 11) communicated reasons for not
wanting feedback too early: primarily, not being ready (3) and
wanting to have a basic draft first (7). Several participants described
feeling too focused on addressing feedback: “feedback might inter-
fere with my current thought [...] like someone watching over my
shoulder” (P3), “Got stuck focusing on the areas highlighted by the
system and forgot about other elements of the design” (P5), and
“felt like the design process was gamified and was encouraged to
‘win’ or resolve all issues” (P7).

In particular, frequent requesting behaviors enabled reliance on
the tool’s opinions over determining their own creative preference—
once feedback became an unlimited resource, participants felt less of
a need to self-evaluate [31]. A behavior in participants (5 of 11) that
exemplified this reliance was a tendency to make feedback requests
in rapid succession towards the end of the task. For example, P10
requested feedback 18 times (of 20 total) within the last 5 minutes of
the design task, while engaging in cycles of trial-and-error: testing
small design variations and checking, for each, if the tool thought
it was a valid solution.

3.3.3 Study and Interface Design Changes. In response to partic-
ipants’ feedback and behaviors, we iterated on both the design
probe interface and the study design to more effectively support
embedded in-action feedback.
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• Given the relative eagerness to address feedback, we soft-
ened the language in our feedback templates to avoid being
prescriptive (DG5). Specifically, we refined the language
to emphasize that these were merely “suggestions” to help
maintain the users’ control over the design process.

• Participants appreciated options for requesting, resolving,
and dismissing feedback, despite the added interactions. This
validated our choice show feedback only upon request to
avoid being disruptive (DG3).

• We adjusted our wizarding behaviors to wait for an ini-
tial skeleton that fulfills the design task before providing
feedback to avoid early distractions (DG3). To support this
change, we modified our study task instructions to ask par-
ticipants to first focus on drafting a skeleton design before
moving on to refining.

• To further reduce feelings of being overwhelmed by feed-
back, we also limited the amount of feedback presented at
a single request to three. Overloading participants with feed-
back could cause them to ignore feedback content or impact
their ability to make sense of the feedback content [40, 108].

• Participants appeared rushed to complete their designs. We
therefore extended the design task time to see how the
tool would be used without the time pressure.

• Perhaps our most important consideration in modifying our
design probe was: how to provide in-action feedback with-
out encouraging overreliance? Reducing barriers to feed-
back requests (DG4) was inadvertently encouraging regular
disruptions (DG3) and we wanted to find a better balance. To
discourage rapid requesting behavior, we added a 1-minute
cool down period for the “Request Feedback” button: during
this minute, the button is grayed out, signaling that it is in-
active to encourage down time between requests during
which users can reflect on their design.

4 STUDY: IN-ACTION VERSUS ON-ACTION
FEEDBACK

How does the feedback availability impact process, outcomes, and
attitudes? While the preliminary study provided initial evidence
that novice designers appreciate in-action feedback, we wanted to
directly compare this earlier feedback practice to the more common
current practice where designers typically only obtain feedback af-
ter a design session, or on-action feedback. To do so, we explore how
participants perform a design task using our tool when provided
either in-action feedback or on-action feedback.

Through this study, we aimed to answer:

[RQ1] How do participants behave differently with access
to in-action versus on-action feedback?
[RQ2]What design outcomes changed due to the availability
of in-action versus on-action feedback?

We analyze participants’ behaviors and interviews, and recruit
expert designers to evaluate the quality of participants’ designs.
We additionally investigate the design implications of in-action
feedback for creative learning.

4.1 Study Conditions
All participants worked in the same visual design tool with access
to the same feedback panel. In our representations of in-action and
on-action feedback (Figure 1), we highlight differences in timing of
feedback availability. We describe how we took inspiration from
Schön (Section 2.2) to operationalize the two feedback mechanisms
within the context of a single design episode:

• In-action feedback is feedback available throughout the
design session on the current action. Participants could ac-
cess the feedback panel as many times as they wanted after
creating an initial skeleton draft. We model this interaction
after the intermediate design review described by Schön [93].
Users are able to request mini design reviews as they are
in-progress working on a design.

• On-action feedback is feedback after a completed design
on action that already occurred. Participants in this condi-
tion were given one opportunity to request feedback after
they finished a draft, inspired by the design critique after
a completed assignment. Participants were informed at the
start of their single feedback and revision opportunity. To
further emphasize “completion” of a first design, we asked
them to save this first design and send it to us via Zoom.

Conditions were otherwise identical, including number of feed-
back instance displayed per request (max 3). While this choice may
result in variation in the total amount of feedback exposure between
conditions, we believe this is true to the two feedback mechanisms.

4.2 Experimenter Roles
Each study had two experimenters: a wizard, who authored feed-
back, and an interviewer, who managed study conditions.

The wizard continuously identified all prominent issues as de-
scribed by our feedback framework once participants completed a
skeleton design (Section 3.2.2). To ensure consistency in feedback
quality across conditions, the wizard was blind-to-condition. Wiz-
ards all had course-training in visual design and had additionally
collaborated in providing feedback in the preliminary studies as
training to further encourage consistency.

The interviewerwalked the participant through the study. They
were aware of the study condition and played the administrative
role of determine when and what feedback was presented to par-
ticipants. For on-action participants, the interviewer waited for
the participant to indicate that they were done with a draft before
publishing feedback. For in-action participants, they could publish
feedback as it appeared on their interface. The interviewer throttled
the amount of feedback (at most 3), prioritizing prominence and
coverage of issues.

4.3 Participants
We recruited 20 participants (15F, 5M; age: 19–60, 𝜇 = 24.1) for
a between-subjects study with 10 participants in each condition
(on-action: OA1–OA10; in-action: IA1–IA10). Participants were
recruited through SONA and varied design forums. All participants
self-identified as novices with an interest in learning visual design.
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on-action # seen # unique # principles # address % address
OA1 3 3 3 1 33%
OA2 3 3 3 0 0%
OA3 2 2 2 2 100%
OA4 2 2 2 2 100%
OA5 3 3 3 2 67%
OA6 3 3 2 2 67%
OA7 3 3 3 2 67%
OA8 3 3 3 2 67%
OA9 2 2 2 1 50%
OA10 3 3 2 2 67%

average 2.7 2.7 2.5 1.6 62%

in-action # seen # unique # principles # address % address
IA1 7 6 4 6 86%
IA2 6 5 4 5 83%
IA3 6 6 4 6 100%
IA4 3 3 1 3 100%
IA5 6 4 3 6 100%
IA6 7 6 5 5 71%
IA7 7 5 3 4 57%
IA8 12 8 4 10 83%
IA9 6 6 3 5 83%
IA10 8 7 5 7 88%

average 6.8 5.6 3.6 5.7 85%
Table 1: A table describing users’ interactions with feedback during the studies. The table enumerates the number of pieces of
feedback seen, howmany unique issues were, howmany different principles were covered. To illustrate how users’ responded to
the feedback, we also include how many the participant agreed with and tried to address, as well as the percentage of feedback
addressed. All columns were statistically different between the in-action and on-action condition studies.

4.4 Procedure
Study sessions lasted around 1.5-2 hours and were conducted over
Zoom. Sessions were screen-recorded to capture participant behav-
iors and think-aloud comments. Participants were paid $30 for their
time. All study materials (protocol, surveys, interview questions,
etc.) are provided as supplemental materials.

4.4.1 Pre-Test. As a learning measure, we tested participants’ abil-
ity to identify issues before and after performing the design task.
Participants were asked to evaluate a poster design. They were
given a reference table of design principles, issues, and definitions
(matching the Principle Tabs, Figure 2b) and asked to select each
issue they would present as feedback on the design. The provided
design had 5 of the most common issues present in designs from
our preliminary study.

4.4.2 Interface Walk-Through. Participants were introduced to the
tool starting with a walk-through of the static Principle Tabs. Next,
they were guided by the interviewer to perform a set of steps on
the canvas to familiarize them with the Polotno’s canvas editor.
Wizards gave pre-written feedback on the resulting design. Once
this feedback was provided, the wizard left for the design task, and
the interviewer introduced remaining feedback interactions.

4.4.3 Design Task. Participants were given an hour for the de-
sign task. They were asked to think out loud and to use the task
as a learning opportunity. The task involved designing an Insta-
gram post to advertise a dance workshop. It was designed to be
relatively simple, while having enough elements to bring in each
design principle. Our task involved multiple text elements of vary-
ing importance—introducing hierarchy and unity across content
of similar importance. It had one longer tagline and required a
main graphic, requiring considerations of readability in terms of
text size and placement. Positioning elements relative to each other
introduced considerations of alignment and balance.

4.4.4 Post-Test. This was identical to the pre-test but for a new
poster design with a different set of common issues.

4.4.5 Survey. Our post-task survey consisted of the Creativity Sup-
port Index [17] and usability metrics around whether feedback was

useful, efficient, communicative, and satisfying. We additionally in-
cluded some AI usability metrics such as if feedback was predictable,
comprehensible, or controllable, inspired by Oh et al. [85].

4.4.6 Interview. We asked participants to reflect on their experi-
ence in an open-ended interview. We asked how they felt about the
feedback panel, how the feedback impacted their design process, if
it inhibited their creative freedom in any way, etc. In a retrospective,
we showed participants all of their wizard-authored feedback. For
each, they were asked if and how they addressed the feedback if it
was seen (or if they would’ve addressed it if not seen).

4.5 Analysis Methods
We collected screen-recordings of the Zoom, survey answers, notes
from the interviews, and user interaction logs with the Principled
Feedback panel.

4.5.1 Log Analysis. Logs recorded interactions with content in
the Principled Feedback panel. These were cleaned for feedback
requests prior to a skeleton (as no feedback was being generated)
and any “double-click” type interactions and analyzed to understand
how users interacted with feedback.

4.5.2 Design Quality. To understand the progress of the partici-
pants’ designs, we annotated a skeleton design per participant—
defined as the initial design where all required content is present
and the participant’s changes have briefly settled. Two external
experts with professional visual design experience were recruited
to evaluate the participants’ designs (in randomized order) at these
3 stages. Experts were asked to identify issues in each design.

4.5.3 Participant Quotes. Authors collaboratively synthesized in-
terview quotes into themes using affinity diagramming [70]. Quotes
were sorted exhaustively into distinct clusters by idea.

4.5.4 Iteration Metric. We coded iteration between pairs of designs
based on changes across a set of design parameters: background
color, layout (text), layout (image), text (font), text (other), and other.
Coding was binary per parameter: either changes were made along
this dimension or not. Two authors coded these independently (in
randomized order) and reviewed together to resolve inconsistencies.
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1 Unsuitable Image ManipulationUnsuitable Image Manipulation
Issue under: Readability

Specific instance in the poster

The brightness of the background image is quite 
low, which may make the content somewhat 
hard to see.

Explanation

If the image subject is not clear, viewers may have 
trouble understanding the image and design visually.

Recommendation

consider picking a higher quality imag
 choose image with better resolutio
 choose image with clearer subject matter/less 

distracting background (e.g. less colors, simpler 
patterns, less subjects, more negative space)



consider adjusting image manipulations to increase 
image clarit

 increase/decrease image contras
 increase/decrease image siz
 avoid warping/stretching/distorting image

The title and other text elements are placed quite 
close to the side margins, which can make the 
design appear somewhat crowded.

2 Insufficient Margins
Issue under: Alignment

Specific instance in the poster

Explanation

If elements are placed too close to the edge of the 
canvas, the viewer may find it hard to see the contents 
of the design as a cohesive whole.

Recommendation

elements in the design should have breathing 

room/space to fram

 consider shifting text/graphic elements away from 
edge of pag

 consider size of elements when determining how 
much white space should surround it



consider if space towards center of the design is being 
used effectively
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Figure 5: Illustrates the timeline for two participants: one in the in-action condition (top) and one in the on-action condition
(bottom). The right two boxes show examples of two feedback panels that participants received and addressed, (1) for the top
participant (IA2), and (2) for the bottom participant (OA7). The dots on the design task timeline illustrate when they had a
basic skeleton (orange), made their first feedback request (teal), and completed their final design (purple). The additional gray
dots for the in-action participant show subsequent feedback requests. For this in-action participant, the skeleton and first
request design visually look similar and occur close in time, whereas the on-action participant’s first request design is quite
similar instead to the final design.

4.6 Results
Participants from both conditions enjoyed using the feedback fea-
tures of our design probe, agreeing that the tool was usable: useful,
satisfying, predictable, comprehensible, etc. Fifteen participants (8
in-action; 7 on-action) mentioned that the tool helped them be more
aware or “mindful” (OA10) of design principles: “a lot of my design
knowledge came from looking at things and seeing what is good.
[The tool] made me aware of which [principles] I was lacking”
(IA5). Two participants (1 in-action; 1 on-action) even suggested
continued impact on future design projects: “I learned design prin-
ciples that I will keep in mind in the future” (IA9). IA4 describes
gaining a stronger grasp of how to apply principles to designs: “I
probably would’ve had no clue where to start [...] so it was helpful
to learn principles and see how it plays in practice with the tool.”
IA10 described feeling more confident in her own evaluation: “see-
ing something that I already was thinking about as feedback, felt
like reinforcement that I was able to notice these mistakes.” In fact,
OA2 mentioned the tool being “helpful [for] learning but not for
[creating a] better design.”

4.6.1 [RQ1] How do participants behave differently with access to
in-action versus on-action feedback?

Quantifying On-Action Versus In-Action Feedback Experience. Here
we summarize some differences in the participants’ exposure to
feedback across the conditions both to assist with interpretation
of results as well as to characterize differences in behaviors when
provided access to in-action versus on-action feedback (Table 1).
Figure 5 shows two example timelines from one in-action and one
on-action participant.

In the in-action condition, participants made 2–16 feedback re-
quests (𝜇 = 9.6, 𝜎 = 4.1). In fact, several participants (3 of 10) saw
every piece of feedback provided (only 1 on-action). Overall there
were up to 5 pieces of feedback that weren’t seen by participants

in both conditions (in-action: 𝜇 = 1.2, 𝜎 = 1.5; on-action: 𝜇 = 3.4,
𝜎 = 2.0). As expected, in-action participants generally saw more
feedback. They saw between 3–12 pieces of feedback (𝜇 = 6.8,
𝜎 = 2.3) versus 2–3 in the on-action condition (𝜇 = 2.7, 𝜎 = 0.5).
Of these issues seen by in-action participants, 3–8 were unique
(𝜇 = 5.6, 𝜎 = 1.4) and for on-action participants, all were unique.
This greater diversity in feedback issues also gave the in-action par-
ticipants more exposure to different design principles. The feedback
spanned 1–5 different principles for in-action participants (𝜇 = 3.6,
𝜎 = 1.2), and 2–3 for on-action participants (𝜇 = 2.5, 𝜎 = 0.5).

In total, wizards provided more feedback (seen and not seen) on
designs made in the in-action condition studies [in-action: 𝜇 = 8.0,
𝜎 = 2.7; on-action: 𝜇 = 6.1, 𝜎 = 2.4; 𝑡 (18) = 1.77, 𝑝 < .05], possibly
suggesting that more changes were occurring on the canvas causing
more turnaround in identified issues (old issues addressed, new
issues created).

In-Action Participants Iterated More Based on First Feedback. We
saw evidence that earlier timing of feedback, regardless of quantity,
does have greater potential for inspiring iteration. To isolate the
impacts of feedback timing from frequency and quantity, we looked
at changes in participants’ designs following their first feedback
request. For on-action participants, we compared their design at
the first (and only) feedback request to their final design (Figure 6).
For a similar comparison for in-action participants, we used the
average time on-action participants spent revising (411𝑠𝑒𝑐) as a
fixed time interval, comparing their first (of many) request design
with the design after this amount of time passed.

To further validate that these intervals are comparable in feed-
back quantity, we compare feedback counts between on-action and
in-action participants. At the first request, in-action participants ac-
tually received less feedback than on-action participants [in-action:
𝜇 = 1.4, 𝜎 = 0.70; on-action: 𝜇 = 2.7, 𝜎 = 0.48; 𝑡 (18) = −4.84,
𝑝 < .0001]. Since in-action participants could continue to request
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Figure 6: Selected pairs of poster designs from participants in the on-action (top) and in-action (bottom) feedback conditions
to showcase iteration following their first feedback request. The first column contains the design at their first request, and
the third column contains their iterated designs. In the on-action examples, these are the final designs. For the in-action
participants, these designs were at a fixed time interval (equal to the average time between feedback request and final design
for on-action participants, 411𝑠𝑒𝑐) after their first request design. The middle columns list the feedback received between the
requests. For in-action participants, some of the issues were presented at additional feedback requests, the corresponding
request count is also provided for content. Finally, the right two columns list the design parameters that were coded as having
changed between the designs and whether or not these parameter changes were directly related to feedback that was received.

feedback during this time, we additionally counted the total num-
ber of pieces of feedback seen, which was still less than on-action
participants (𝜇 = 2.5, 𝜎 = 1.35).

Representing iteration as the number of design parameters that
changed, we saw that in-action participants iterated more than
on-action participants during this time following the first feedback
request [in-action: 𝜇 = 3, 𝜎 = 1.15; on-action: 𝜇 = 1.8, 𝜎 = 0.79;
𝑡 (18) = 2.71, 𝑝 < .01]. We further coded each design parameter
change based on its relationship to feedback received. We found
that a greater percentage of the on-action participants’ changes
were directly related to feedback, suggesting in-action participants
were doing more additional iteration to their design outside of
addressing feedback [on-action: 𝜇 = 0.77, 𝜎 = 0.34; in-action: 𝜇 =

0.47, 𝜎 = 0.39; 𝑡 (18) = −1.82, 𝑝 < .05].

In-Action Participants Requested Feedback Soon After a Skeleton.
Participants in the in-action condition requested feedback signifi-
cantly earlier in their design process [in-action: 𝜇 = 946𝑠𝑒𝑐 , 𝜎 = 401;
on-action: 𝜇 = 1560𝑠𝑒𝑐 , 𝜎 = 784; 𝑡 (18) = −2.2, 𝑝 = .02] (Figure 7).
In fact, 3 participants requested feedback even before a completed

skeleton. Their first feedback requests often occurred as soon as
they finished their skeleton design (4 of 10) or when they were
feeling stuck (5 of 10).

On-Action Participants Self-Check Before Requesting. On-action
participants tended to be more hesitant about their single feedback
request. Thus, they were prone to more self-checks for mistakes (3
of 10), making sure that they had met the design task guidelines
(3 of 10), and achieved satisfaction for their design (5 of 10) before
requesting feedback. In-action participants instead tended to rely
on the tool, often making a final request right before finishing as
a final check (5 of 10 requested within roughly the last minute of
their design time).

In-Action Feedback Can Risk Overreliance and Hinder Creative
Freedom. Across conditions, participants mentioned feeling creative
and feeling ownership, which was further supported by relatively
high CSI scores (in-action: 𝜇 = 218.6, 𝜎 = 56.4; on-action: 𝜇 = 209.6,
𝜎 = 43.9). Participants (6 in-action; 4 on-action) liked having control
over feedback interactions: “the ‘Dismiss’ option was helpful to
say ‘No, I disagree with this, therefore I will stick to what I want
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Figure 7: This graph shows the absolute times during the design task when the participant had an initial skeleton (orange),
made their first feedback request (teal), made further feedback requests (gray), and completed their final design (purple).
Average times are visualized as vertical dotted lines in the corresponding colors. Notice that the first request time is towards
the later end of the design session for the on-action condition (left), but happens very soon after the initial skeleton in the
in-action condition (right).

to accomplish creatively’” (IA4), or “It’s there to help your design
improve, you can take it or not” (IA9).

In-action participants mentioned more potential inhibitors, such
as iterating solely based on the feedback provided without think-
ing critically (4 of 10). They felt that they “had less confidence in
[their] understanding and ability to point out errors” (IA10), and
thus, “trusted [the tool] more than [they] trusted [themselves]”
(IA5). Furthermore, two in-action participants mentioned feeling
restricted to strictly adhering to design principles, citing exam-
ples like feedback suggesting to “center everything, but. . . in some
designs, you don’t have to make everything centered” (IA10) or
feeling pressured to use fewer fonts or colors. This inclination to
“focus too much” (IA3) on feedback should be a consideration for
feedback tools aiming to encourage creative freedom.

On-Action: Number of Issues In-Action: Number of Issues

Skeleton First Request Final Design

On-Action: Number of Issues

Skeleton First Request Final Design Skeleton First Request Final Design

Figure 8: These boxplots show the average number of issues
in participants’ designs across the different design stages:
skeleton (orange), first request (teal), and final design (pur-
ple). Notice that in the in-action condition (right), the average
number of issues tend to steadily decrease, whereas in the
on-action condition (left), participants often created a few
issues between the first request and skeleton that weren’t
necessarily fully addressed after receiving feedback.

4.6.2 [RQ2] What design outcomes changed due to the availability
of in-action versus on-action feedback?

In-Action Feedback Encourages Confidence in Ability to Apply
Design Principles. Our pre/post-tests showed that in-action partici-
pants gained confidence in their ability to identify violations in a
design [𝑈 = 21, 𝑧 = 1.9, 𝑝 = .03]. However, the tests did not yield
signs of learning: participants did slightly worse in both conditions
on the post-test, possibly because content just learned may need
time to sink in before it can be used for evaluation [42]. Nonetheless,
in-action participants felt more confident in their ability to identify
design violations [𝑈 = 21, 𝑧 = 1.9, 𝑝 = .03].

In fact, on-action participants expressed that they would’ve ap-
preciated in-action feedback throughout their design process. OA5
described being likely to have made different choices if given the
in-action feedback: “I kind of wish I’d seen this. Looking back, I
probably chose one of the worst options [...] I’d much prefer to fix
it.” Another participant mentioned, “If I have a chance to request
feedback earlier, it would be better. I learned lots about principles
after requesting” (OA7).

In-Action Feedback Improved Design Quality. Expert ratings showed
improved quality (fewer issues) in both conditions (Figure 8), but the
in-action group demonstrated significantly greater improvement
[𝑡 (18) = 3.36, 𝑝 = .002]. In-action participants showed improve-
ment at both stages: before and after their initial feedback request
(before: 𝜇 = 0.2, 𝜎 = 1.0; after: 𝜇 = 2.3, 𝜎 = 1.4). Perhaps unsurpris-
ingly, on-action participants fixed fewer issues (𝜇 = 0.8, 𝜎 = 1.1) in
response to feedback. However, we also observed that they were
creating more issues (an increase of 1.2 issues on average, 𝜎 = 1.8)
after their skeleton design as they were approaching their initial
“completed” draft.

Figure 9 shows issues present across different stages of several
participants’ design processes. In-action participants directly at-
tributed some of these improvements to the feedback. Many (6 of
10) mentioned the tool helping make them aware of an issue and
guiding them towards an improved design: “I think overall [the
tool] helped me create a better design. If I hadn’t gotten the feed-
back... I wouldn’t have made that change” (IA3). On the other hand,
3 of 10 on-action participants expressed feeling like their design
experienced little to no change based on feedback.
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Figure 9: Selected sets of poster designs from participants in the on-action (top) and in-action (bottom) feedback conditions to
showcase changes in quality (based on number of issues). The first column contains the initial skeletons, the second column
contains the design at their first feedback request, and the third column contains their final designs. The right three columns
list the corresponding issues per design, respectively. Notice that first request and final designs are more similar for on-action
participants and vice versa for in-action participants.

Design Fixation Limits On-Action Impact on Design Quality. In ad-
dition to seeing less feedback, on-action participants were less likely
than their in-action counterparts to address the feedback [on-action:
𝜇 = 0.62, 𝜎 = 0.29; in-action: 𝜇 = 0.85, 𝜎 = 0.14; 𝑡 (18) = −2.29,
𝑝 = .02] (Table 1). This may have contributed to the differences in
quality improvement. Of issues participants did receive feedback
on, a greater portion remained in on-action participants’ final de-
signs [on-action: 𝜇 = 0.68, 𝜎 = 0.34; in-action: 𝜇 = 0.25, 𝜎 = 0.23;
𝑡 (18) = −3.30, 𝑝 = .002].

In the on-action condition, participants tended to demonstrate
reluctance to accept feedback, suggesting fixation: “It would be
better if I received [feedback] earlier. If it’s [given] earlier, I would
think about it more and not be that defensive” (OA7). While ad-
dressing a piece of feedback, she even mentioned only being willing
to make refinements, “I will try a little bit, but not much.”

5 DISCUSSION & FUTUREWORK
In summary, we conducted a mixed-methods between-subjects
study with 20 participants who used our design probe to create a
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visual design while having access to either in-action or on-action
feedback from a hidden Wizard who was an expert in design. From
analyzing participants’ behavior logs, expert evaluations of the
participants’ designs, and interview transcripts, we discovered some
benefits and risks in both in-action and on-action feedback. We
found evidence that early feedback (in-action) was more likely to
be considered when iterating on the designs, resulting in more
improvement in design quality. However, the constant access to
this feedback can allow participants to rely on feedback in ways
that otherwise would’ve required more self-reflection. On the other
hand, on-action participants were more likely to exhibit fixation
and stick with their designs, resulting in fewer and more minor
changes after feedback [52]. We discuss factors that may contribute
to participants’ willingness to collaborate with this “computational”
tool, as well as the potential of in-action versus on-action feedback
for encouraging learning.

5.1 Implications of Computational Feedback as
an Intelligent Co-Creator

As creativity support tools become more intelligent, they have the
potential embed knowledge that could provide access to access to
basic creative education. To achieve this vision, future tools need
to account for aspects of power and trust of the tool and how they
might influence user agency and learning.

5.1.1 Power, Agency, and CognitiveModels of Human-AI Co-Creation.
Our results further contribute to the discussion of power and the
role of AI in creativity support tools [53, 66]. In particular, it high-
lights the need to strike a balance between AI and human (user)
agency, a relationship that changes over time, across tasks, type
of user, etc. [73, 90]. Across all participants in our study, we saw
evidence of the three cognitive models—offloading, , co-creative
partner, and casual creator—observed by Gero and Chilton [47] in
the context of collaborative writing with an AI. We saw evidence of
cognitive offloading in the way that many in-action participation
would continually check for new feedback after small change to
their design. Some seem to rely on insight from the tool, rather
than thinking deeply about their situation. While participants were
initially only intending to offload the evaluation aspects of design-
ing to the tool, the extent to which feedback influenced the design
process then often meant the tool was more like a co-creative part-
ner. Participants who realized this often felt the tool was playing
an outsized role and inhibiting some of their creative ownership.
Finally, the appreciation participants expressed in the feedback’s
ability to help call awareness to overlooked issues aligns with the
feedback being viewed as a casual creator or as one participation
described, the tool was like an “experienced collaborator” (P6), able
to to help facilitate further learning, exploration, and discovery.

5.1.2 Trusting Automation Can Lead to Overreliance. Overly trust-
ing an AI is a known concern across different types of human-AI
collaborative tools [9, 10, 13, 99]. Especially in creative collabora-
tions with generative AI tools, it is important to balance reliance
and ownership [12, 47, 85]. In our case, the tool does not generate
new content within the design, but is influencing the designers’
creative process by guiding their attention through feedback. This

indirect impact on creative ownership might further result in re-
duced awareness of this tendency to overly rely and trust the tool.

5.1.3 Ability to Disregard a Machine’s “Opinion”. While our tool is
not actively “creating,” it is acting as a collaborator through its feed-
back. Prior work has talked about the importance of the user taking
the lead in human-AI collaborative creative activities [12, 47, 85].
We also observed participants feeling like the tool’s feedback is
easier to ignore than a human’s, often because they doubted a ma-
chine’s ability to understand their creative intentions. As in prior
work, we saw evidence of correlation between this reduced credi-
bility and dismissing the tool’s feedback [12]. While this reduced
credibility meant less potential impact of the feedback, it also al-
lowed for more creative flexibility. Note that our observations of
overreliance occurred even within this “computational” context,
where social factors such as authority are alleviated.

5.1.4 Tools Can Provide Users More Explicit Control. We are inter-
ested in additional ways in which leveraging the “computational”
nature of a tool can go beyond the normal social interactions with
a human expert [51] (beyond reducing social apprehension). We
observed that seemingly small design choices to include explicit af-
fordances for supporting user control were empowering [45, 49, 83].
For instance, the explicit presentation of having a feedback request
button, and having options for “resolve” and “dismiss” made partic-
ipants feel like they had more flexibility and ownership over their
design choices.

5.2 Implications of In-Action Feedback on
Supporting Learning

As noted, in-action feedback potentially emphasizes performance
over learning. However, the overall improvement suggests that
the in-action participants were able to use the feedback to address
issues, which is a step in the direction of learning the principles of
visual design [42].

5.2.1 Comparisons to Existing Feedback Interventions. We explore
how our performance results may relate to research on a range of
feedback mechanisms. Cutumisu and Schwartz [21]’s studies of the
impact of critical feedback showed a positive relationship between
creative performance and quantity of critical feedback, but only
when participants were given the choice between critical (positive)
and confirmatory (negative) feedback. While our participants were
not given a choice of what kind of feedback they received, the abil-
ity to determine when to request feedback seems to have replicated
this association between performance and feedback quantity, as
in-action participants saw a larger amount of feedback. Krishna Ku-
maran et al. [61] shows the benefits of planning proximal feedback
goals on quality improvement. The availability of our feedback
likely similarly encouraged this earlier seeking of feedback, allow-
ing us to see some of the similar benefits of encouraging participants
to share early drafts to receive feedback. Finally, in-action partic-
ipants’ increased exposure to feedback could have instigated the
learning benefits of rapid iteration, as observed in Dow et al. [31].

5.2.2 Adaptive Feedback Reduces Need for Static References. We
provided participants with two learning references, the adaptive
feedback and the static Principle Tabs. Engagement with Principle
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Tabs can be interpreted with more self-initiated learning of the
related design principles, as participants had to make the choice
to actively seek out additional knowledge about the design princi-
ples on their own. However, across conditions we observed very
little interaction with the Principle Tabs, despite some participants
expressing interest in the preliminary study. Arguably, adaptive
feedback helps participants more directly transfer the design prin-
ciples, and thus obviated the need for participants to engage with
general representations of knowledge. [43, 80]. Of the few Principle
Tabs interactions, some behaviors we observed included using them
as “a check at the beginning and end” (P1), aligning with known
learning behaviors of using checklists as scaffolding [11, 88]. Fu-
ture work might explore how to balance usefulness of feedback for
assisting in knowledge transfer with potentially ambiguity or delay
to encourage more self-initiated learning [2].

5.2.3 Terminology Can Influence Feedback Efficacy. Several partic-
ipants mentioned the language and terminology in the feedback
impacting their perceptions of and ability to use the tool. Several
participants were very positive and described how learning new
terms empowered them to better communicate and support their
design intentions in “concrete terms” (OA10). On the other hand, a
few other participants mentioned not being able to fully understand
feedback and the feedback not being “beginner friendly” (IA10) due
to not understanding the words used. Future work might explore
how a feedback tool could promote more learning of the relevant
terms [4, 72], and facilitate the breakdown when users do not un-
derstand the particular terms used [14, 82, 102].

5.3 Study Design Limitations
Our research seeks to understand how these quicker computationally-
enabled interactions—such as on-demand feedback—might influ-
ence users’ creative processes. However, there are many limitations
to what we learned due to our study design including: the lim-
ited number of participants, the focus on novices, the lab setting,
the design of the study conditions, the use of the Wizard-of-Oz
methodology for feedback, etc.

5.3.1 Evaluating More Realistic Study Scenarios. We are interested
in further understanding the potential of embedded feedback when
used for more realistic design scenarios. In particular, we’d be in-
terested in studying its use across a longer period of time. While
participants mentioned feeling like theywere learning, our pre/post-
test yielded no quantitative results. This is likely because the task
of evaluation using newly learned concepts, can be difficult for a
novice (at the top of Bloom’s taxonomy pyramid) [42]. Given a
longer period of time, users would be able to learn across multiple
design sessions iterating on a one or more designs with personal sig-
nificance. We wonder if such scenarios might show more learning
and less overreliance.

5.3.2 Treating Expertise as a Spectrum. Varying levels of expertise
also goes hand-in-handwith these different study scenarios, asmore
experienced designers might have particular assignments in mind
with different learning versus performance outcomes [23, 40, 78].
Future studies expanding the participant pool to include designers
with intermediate or advanced expertise could provide additional
insights into how feedback timing affects designers at different skill

levels, and study how preferences vary across time, process, and
type of work.

5.3.3 Comparing Alternatives for On-Action Feedback. In our study,
we hoped to simulate a comparison between in- versus on- action
feedback while keeping the interactions as similar as possible to
avoid introducing external factors. However in doing so, we do
minimize the timing differences between conditions, as both are
constrained to the time-frame of a single design session [15, 41, 93].
The lack of delay for the on-action condition meant less time to
fixate on a design, as well as less intermediate time to reflect on
their prior action [93, 94, 107]. Finally, we do not expect that in-
action and on-action feedback operate in such a separate manner,
but rather we envision them being used together. For instance, in-
action feedback might be an additional source of support in the
absence of on-action feedback sources. It would be interesting to
explore a wider range of on-action, as well as joint (in-action with
on-action) feedback scenarios.

5.3.4 Enabling Experimentation on Other Dimensions of Feedback.
In designing our “computational” feedback tool, we considered
potential extensions to enable a wide range of studies around feed-
back interactions. The probe comprises components of the full study
platform: user-facing design feedback tool, feedback provider (wiz-
ard) interface, and an administrative interface for managing study
conditions. We were careful to design a template framework that
could be reproduced by other wizards, and also easily customized
or extended to generate other forms of high-quality feedback. Our
experimental design probe has the potential to support further
empirical explorations around embedded feedback such as source,
presentation style, content, qualitative versus quantitative, person-
alized versus generic, etc.

6 CONCLUSION
With recent advancements in intelligent tools, the HCI commu-
nity has sought to understand and design effective interactions for
human-AI collaborations. It is becoming increasingly realistic to
develop tools that can provide immediate feedback without the
need of a human expert. While early (in-action) feedback has a
wide range of potential benefits, it is also especially nuanced due
to it’s potential to impact the designer’s creative process from the
beginning. We compare in-action feedback to the more traditionally
available on-action feedback to understand the tradeoffs in timing
on users’ creative processes. To explore this, we introduced research
probe that embeds feedback within a visual design tool (using a
Wizard-of-Oz strategy). Our goal was to understand: within a de-
sign environment that can provide on-demand feedback, when do
novices want to request it, and how does the feedback impact their
design process? Through a between-subjects study with 20 par-
ticipants randomly assigned to either have in-action or on-action
feedback, we discover that novices do tend to find in-action feed-
back helpful, but that there is a risk that the feedback distracts them
from self-initiated reflection. In the context of these potential bene-
fits and risks, we encourage system designers to consider tradeoffs
in quality, creative agency, and learning in designing tools with
embedded creative feedback.
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A APPENDIX

principle issue specific instance
hierarchy weak point of entry The title does not seem particularly emphasized compared to [other text], making it appear only slightly more

important.
ambiguous levels of importance Relative importance of [element] to [element]/amongst [elements] seems unclear.
unclear grouping of content [element] and [element], which seem to convey similar meanings, are not placed within the same area.

alignment arbitrary alignment of elements [element] and [element], which seem to be grouped, are not aligned to the same [line/edge/axis].
insufficient margins [element] is placed quite close to the [right/left/top/bottom]margin, which canmake the design appear somewhat

crowded.
balance not enough space between content [element] and [element] appear to be quite close to each other, which can make the design appear crowded.

content lacks balance Most of your [elements] are in [area], which may make your design appear [direction]-heavy.
uneven margins The [left/right or top/bottom] margin of your design appears to be [smaller/larger] than the others [within the

frame/design element], which can appear inconsistent or imbalanced.
unity inconsistent/too many variations in text Your design uses [number] different [typefaces, font sizes, etc.], which can make your design seem incohesive.

unnecessary design elements There seems to be several [graphic] in your design, which can somewhat distract from the main message/theme.
inconsistent color choices Your design uses quite a few colors, many of which don’t seem to be reflected more than once, which can make

your design seem incohesive.
readability poor text legibility The [font, line break, etc.] used for/in the [text] makes it somewhat harder to read.

unsuitable image manipulation The [contrast/brightness] of [graphic] is quite [low/high], which may make the content somewhat hard to see.
obscured content [Element] is [slightly/completely] obscured by [element], which can make it somewhat harder to [read/see]

clearly.

Table 2: Our probe implements a feedback framework based on these design principles and specific issues. In our framework,
each principle includes a high-level definition, including how it can be achieved in practice. For each issue, we provide an
example(s) of customizable “specific instance” text template(s) that describes in detail how the issue is surfaced in the current
design. Brackets indicate text to customize.
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